The Pathways Curriculum includes a total of 45 credits over 7 core concepts and 2 integrative concepts. Students choose courses from the different concept categories to fulfill the credit hour requirements. Many AP, IB, dual enrollment, and transfer courses may count for credit.

Some students might pursue a Pathways Minor or an Alternative Pathway as means of completing a portion of the requirements.

Pathways Minor
Cross-disciplinary minors provide students with the opportunity to broaden their academic scope. All Pathways Minors must:
- Include 18 credits and a capstone
- Be offered by an academic department
- Include courses that meet at least three core concepts and both integrative concepts
- Provide eligibility to all undergraduate students
All students undertaking Pathways Minors must still complete the remainder of the Pathways credit hours and concepts not covered by the minor.

Alternative Pathway
General education credits could be met through the completion of high impact learning experiences. All Alternative Pathways must:
- Meet three core concepts and both integrative concepts
- Be overseen by a faculty advisor
- Be submitted and approved by UCCGE prior to being offered
This Pathway could include: Study Abroad, Co-Curricular experiences, Undergraduate Research, Presidential Global Scholars, and others.
All students undertaking Alternative Pathways must still complete the remainder of the Pathways credit hours and concepts not covered by the Alternative Pathway.